Personalizing a talking head means not only to personalize a head model but also to personalize his talking manner. In this paper, we.propose a dynamic viseme model for visual speech synthesis that can deal with co-articulation problem and various pauses in continuous speech. Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) defined in MPEG-4 are estimated according to the tracked feature points from two orthogonal views via a mirror setup. Individual talking manner described by model parameters is learnt from FAP data to implement a personalized talking head.
INTRODUCTION
To synthesize a talking head is an important issue in human computer interaction to enhance the intelligibility of speech and to make the computer interface more friendly. There are mainly two approaches to make a talking head. One is model-based that is a parameter control approach, which builds a 2D or 3D face model and adjusts its control parameters to mimic various facial expression and mouth movement [1] [2] [3] . The other is sample-based that is data driven approach, which builds a talking head by selecting a sequence of video triphones or a group of facial parts from a sample database [4] [5] . In order to personalize a talking head, the model-based .approach usually only changes the head model without considering individual talking manner so as to not so realistic. In the case ofsample-based approach it can make the talking head more realistic and more like a particular individual with the expense that it need rebuild the sample database, which is extremely a hard work because a great amount of primitive training data should be acquired. In this paper we follow the model-based approach to build a personalized talking head through a parameter learning procedure based on the tracked feature points from two orthogonal views via a mirror setup. In this way we make the personalizing procedure can be easily implemented with both personalized head model and reasonable individual talking manner. This paper o r g a d e s as follows. Section 2 describes the FAP extraction method, section 3 gives the dynamic viseme model, section 4 illustrates the personalizing talking head procedure, and finally section 5 gives the conclusion.
2.EXTRACT FAPS FROM ORTHOGONAL VIEW
In accordance with MPEG-4 standard, we describe the face model by Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) in MPEG-4. In order to extract 3D FAPs from video automatically, we use a mirror to acquire two orthogonal views frontal and profile simultaneously as in Fig.1 . The 3D FAPs are estimated from the tracking results of feature points in both views.
Fig1 Frontal and profile views
In frontal views, the nostrils and the outer lip contour are to be tracked, and then the inner lip parameters are estimated based on the outer lip parameters, In the profile view, those points represent the nose tip; the protrusion of upper and lower lip, the thrust of jaw, and the openness of jaw are to be located. The correlative FAPs are estimated from the positions ofthese feature points. In the literature, there are many methods to loc,ate the feature points on face [6] [7] [8] but the precision is to be improved. We develop a multi step method to locate the mouth contour robustly and precisely.
Frontal view feature points tracking
The region of nostril is estimated according to the previous frame, and the corresponding image region is transformed into binary image by a proper threshold. The two nostril points are the harycenter of the left and right black pixels area as shown in Fig.2 that the upper shows the threshold result, and the lower shows the original image and located nostril points. To track the lip contour precisely, which is the most flexible part in the face area, is very difficult. To locate the . By choosing proper thresholds applied to the projection curves the mouth rectangle is determined. The thresholds can be decided based on heuristics about mouth area projections that the more flat the vertical integral curve (mouth is nearly close), the higher the horizontal threshold value to guarantee smaller height. and vice versa. (3) . Find left and right mouth comers along left and right vertical edges in the rectangle area by using two special comer detectors shown in Fig.4 . The result is shown in Fig. 3(b) . (4) . Having located the mouth rectangle and the mouth corners, the deformable template method [6] is used to track the outer lip contour as shown in FigS.
The template consists of two parabolas (inner lip) and three quartics (outer lip), which can be described by following equations: (2) for upper and lower outer lip respectively. AAer measuring these parameters on more than 6 pictures manually, we can estimate these mapping coefficients a; -A((i = 1,2,3) by least square estimation. Certainly, the more pictures we measured, the more precise the coefficients would be.
Profile view feature points tracking
The face area in the image of profile view is first separated from its background according to color difference sincc in our experiments the blue background is used that is clearly different to face area. And then the profilc contour of face is extracted. From the nose to the jaw, there are three evident maximum horizontal values that correspond to nose tip and protrusion of upper and lower lip separately. Points for thrust of jaw and openness of jaw may be not obviously, the point for openness o f jaw can be found based on the maximum second derivative in corresponding range. After deciding the point for openness of jaw, we can find the point for thrust of jaw through finding' the point in the edge contour where its tangent is vertical or most close to vertical. If there is no such a point, we use the middle between the point for openness of jaw and that protrusion of lower lip instead. Fig.1 also shows an over all tracking result, includes all the feature points that are located in frontal view and profile view. Finally, we should point out, the automatic tracking method can't track all the feature points in all frames precisely. Whenever the automatic tracking result is failed to be accurate, the tracking will be paused and the correct points will he manually input by niouse and then go on.
3.DYNAMIC VISEME MODEL
Static viseme in MPEG-4 is defined as,follows: Viseme IS the physical (visual) configuration of the mouth, tongue and jaw that is visually correlated with the speech sound corresponding.to a phoneme [9] . A The whole dynamic viseme model is shown in Fig.6 . In continuous speech, pause between phonemes is formed by the intersection of right silence dominance of last phoneme and left silence' dominance of following phoneme. This intersection model solved the problem of different transition parameters for different time, interval between phonemes, as show in Fig.7 . When there is no pause between two phonemes, this intersection model disappeared automatically.
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With a new individual, we need to record the talking manner described by model parameters is learnt from FAP process of several basic phonemes, extract 3D FAP data, data to implement a personalized talking head. In this way, and then learn model parameters or adjust the model we could obtain differeni parameters for different people parameters quickly from one person to another. With these that correspond to particular talking manner of each model parameters. we can build a talking head with the individual. With a personalized 3D face model in real new speaker's talking manner.
texture, we can realize a true personalized talking'head.
We define I9 basic static viseme in Chinese based on both the phonetics knowledge and experiment data, as show in Table I . 
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